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Acknowledgement and Disclaimer !
•  We’d like to thank Educause and Internet2 for the 

opportunity to offer this preconference seminar at 
Security Professionals 2011 San Antonio.!

•  Because all of us wear a variety of different “hats” from 
time-to-time, let’s just keep this talk straightforward by 
offering the following simple disclaimer: the opinions 
expressed in this talk are solely those of the authors, and 
do not necessarily reflect the opinion of any other entity.!
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Format of This Session !
•  Rather than doing this session as just a straight lecture !

(as we sometimes do), we wanted to try to have this be a 
(more fun!) interactive session. !

•  What we hope to do today is introduce a series of topics, 
offer some observations, and then encourage you, the 
audience, to participate in a discussion of each issue 
raised. !

•  Let’s begin with introductions…!
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Introductions !
•  As we go around the room, please say:!

-- your name!
-- the school you’re with!
-- what you do there (are you a technical security guy? !
   a CIO? a security policy person? something else?)!
-- is there anything in particular that inspires your!
   interest in mobile device security?!
-- is there anything in particular you really want to make!
   sure we talk about during today’s pre-conference!
   seminar?!
-- if you’ve got a mobile Internet device (from your !
   institution or personally purchased), what kind is it? !



1. What Is A Mobile Device?!

“"I shall not today attempt further to define the kinds 
of material I understand to be embraced within that 

shorthand description; and perhaps I could never succeed 
in intelligibly doing so. But I know it when I see it […]”!

Mr. Justice Potter Stewart, !
Jacobellis v. Ohio (378 U.S. 184, 1964)!

5!
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iPhones, BlackBerries, etc. !
•  We generally think of a “mobile Internet devices” as the 

sorts of things you might expect: iPhones, BlackBerry 
devices, Android phones, Windows Mobile devices, etc. -- 
pocket size devices that can access the Internet via 
cellular/3G/4G, WiFi, etc.!

•  If you like, we can stretch the definition to include tablet 
computers such as the iPad/iPad2 (maybe you have big 
pockets?), and maybe even include conventional laptops, 
regular cell phones, etc.!

•  We’ll try to draw a hard line at anything that requires 
fiber connectivity or a pallet jack to move. :-)!

•  But in all seriousness, what about devices such as the 
Motorola Atrix 4G?!
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Motorola Atrix 4G !

There’s also a laptop dock for the Atrix 4G now…!
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Discussion: What’s Considered A !
“Mobile Device” At Your School? !

•  What about at your school? !

•  Do you have a formal definition of what’s considered a 
mobile Internet device, or is it just informally 
“understood?”!

•  Does it even matter how we define them? !

•  Note: If mobile Internet devices are “just like laptops,” 
and we can (and do) treat them the same way, maybe we 
don’t really need anything new/different?!
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Potentially Relevant Differences !

•  Does it matter that most mobile devices run a specialized 
mobile operating system, rather than Windows or OS/X?!

•  Applications on mobile devices are often obtained from 
application stores. Does this help secure those devices?!

•  Many mobile devices are privately purchased. Is this a 
blessing (or a curse)?!

•  Most mobile devices are cellular/3G/4G capable, and 
don’t “need” our networks (although they often can and 
will take advantage of them when they’re available).!

•  Mobile devices are usually smaller (“pocket-sized”), with 
small screens and small keyboards, and limited native I/O 
options (such as USB ports), and integrated media (a CD 
or DVD drive would be bigger than the device itself!)!
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Similarities?!

•  Same Users: the same folks who use laptops or desktops 
are also using mobile Internet devices!

•  Same Applications: users want access to everything on 
the web, their email, etc.!

•  Same Personally Identifiable Information: mobile devices 
can access and store institutional PII just like a laptop or 
desktop!

•  Same Physical Security Issues: nothing makes mobile 
devices immune to damage, loss or theft!

•  Same (or Similar) Short Device Life Cycle: mobile Internet 
devices have a limited lifecycle (2 years?), which is similar 
to more traditional devices such as laptops (3-5 year 
lifecycles)!

•  And we’re still expected to support “everything” :-)!
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Decision Point: A Potentially Strategic Choice !

"Should your institution treat mobile Internet devices!
as “just another computer?”!

"Note: we will not pretend to offer you the “right” !
answer to this (or other) questions!!

"We do urge you to keep these questions in mind, as !
we talk, however…!



2. Are Our Users Embracing Mobile Devices?!

After all, if “no one’s” using mobile devices, they might be 
something that we could just ignore (at least for now!)!

Not much chance of that, unfortunately…!
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Students ARE Using Mobile Devices !
•  ECAR Study of Undergraduate Students and Information 

Technology 2010 ( http://www.educause.edu/ers1006 ):!

" "Do you own a handheld device that is capable of !
"accessing the Internet (whether or not you use that!
"capability)? Examples include iPhone, Treo, Blackberry,!
"PocketPC, etc. [responses shown are for 4 yr schools]!

"Yes " " " " " " "62.9%!
"No, but I plan to purchase !
" "one in the next 12 months" " "11.1% !
"No, and I do NOT intend to purchase!
" "one in the next 12 months" " "24.6%!
"Don’t know " " " " " "1.3%!
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How About Faculty/Staff? Yep, Them Too… !

•  Faculty/staff ownership of mobile internet devices is 
more complicated: historically the IRS has treated them 
oddly (http://www.irs.gov/govt/fslg/article/
0,,id=167154,00.html ) although thankfully that issue has 
been untangled courtesy of good old Section 2043 of H.R. 
5297 (the “Small Business Jobs Act of 2010”), signed into 
law by the President on September 27th, 2010. !

•  Nonetheless, many employers continue to treat mobile 
devices as if they are uniquely rare and particularly 
expensive toys, rather than a way to retain critical 
access to employees virtually around the clock. Mobile 
devices/cell phones *are* a particular favorite target for 
budget cutting witch hunts. For example, California just 
recently announced…!
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For context, !
the Governor of!
California’s budget!
for 2011-2012 shows!
total expenditures !
of $123,371 million!

20 / 123,371 * 100!
= 0.0162%!

<cough>!
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What About Your Site? !
•  Are students and faculty/staff enthusiastically adopting 

mobile Internet devices at your site? Are you 
experiencing pressures to economize by defunding 
institutional mobile devices?!

•  Anyone doing hard measurements of mobile device 
adoption trends at their site (formal user surveys, for 
example)?!

•  When dealing with mobile devices, one of the most 
influential decisions you may want to try to influence is 
the choice of mobile device type. Are people buying 
Android devices? BlackBerries? iPhones? Something else? !



3. Mobile Device Operating Systems!

What should people buy?!
What should we support?!

17!
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Starting With What We Know !

•  In the traditional desktop/laptop world, our choices for 
the question “What should we support?” are simple: !

-- everyone supports some flavor of Microsoft Windows!
-- most of us also support Mac OS X!
-- some of us even support other operating systems such !
    as Linux or *BSD or OpenVMS or [whatever]!

•  We have expertise, specialized tools and techniques, and 
documentation ready to support this (relatively small) 
number of platforms – because it’s just a few platforms.!

•  The world is a little more complex in the mobile internet 
device space. What should we support there?!
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One Approach: Software Quality? !
•  Just as Secunia tracks vulnerabilities and patches for 

traditional desktop and laptop computer systems, Secunia 
also tracks vulnerabilities for mobile Internet devices:!

-- Blackberry Device Software 5.x:!
secunia.com/advisories/product/32505/?task=advisories!
-- iPhone OS (iOS) 4.x:!
secunia.com/advisories/product/31370/?task=advisories!
-- Microsoft Windows Mobile 6.x:!
secunia.com/advisories/product/14717/?task=advisories!
-- Palm Pre Web OS 1.x:!
secunia.com/advisories/product/26219/?task=advisories!
[No Secunia page for Android currently]!

Is software “quality” a decision criteria in selecting 
devices?!
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Some Stats From Secunia As of 4/1/2011 !
•  Blackberry Device Software 5.x: 1 advisory, 1 

vulnerability, 1 unpatched, most severe unpatched: less 
critical!

•  iPhone OS (iOS) 4.x: 6 advisories, 131 vulnerabilities,!
2 advisories unpatched, most severe unpatched: highly 
critical!

•  Microsoft Windows Mobile 6.x: 1 advisory, 1 vulnerability, 
1 unpatched, most severe unpatched: less critical!

•  Palm Pre Web OS 1.x: 7 advisories, 14 vulnerabilities, 1 
advisory unpatched, most severe unpatched: moderately 
critical!

•  No Secunia page for Android currently!

Note: Secunia specifically urges users NOT to make inter-
product comparisons of this sort!!
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Discussion: Software Vulnerabilities !
•  Should software “quality” be a decision criteria in 

selecting which devices to support?!

•  If a vendor has no reported vulnerabilities, does that 
mean that there aren’t any vulnerabilities? Or does it 
actually mean that there may be many latent 
vulnerabilities that simply haven’t been found and 
patched yet?!

•  What if a vendor has “lots” of vulnerabilities, but quickly 
gets them all patched?!

•  What do you all think as security professionals?!
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One Likely Strategy: Support What’s “Popular” !
•  If you don’t have a better strategy, many sites will 

support what’s most popular.!

•  So what are the most popular Internet mobile devices?!

•  Well, it can vary, depending on whether we’re talking 
about just the US, or we’re more concerned with global 
markets…!
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Mobile Internet Devices, U.S. Market Share!
•  Reportedly, U.S. market share information as of Jan 2011 

(see tinyurl.com/comscore-mkt-share-3 ) looked like:!

-- Google (Android): " " " "31.2%!
-- Research In Motion (e.g., Blackberry): "30.4%!
-- Apple (iPhones): " " " "24.7%!

-- Microsoft (Windows Mobile) " "8.0%!
-- Palm (Palm Pixi, Palm Pre, etc.) " "3.2%!
-- Other " " " " " "2.5%!

•  Nice three way “horse race” there, eh? !
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A Second Take On Smart Phone Market Share !
•  Worldwide smart phone market share, 29 Mar 11, IDC!

(www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS22762811 )!

-- Google (Android): " " " "39.5%!
-- Symbian " " " " "20.9%!
-- Apple (iPhones): " " " "15.7%!
-- Research In Motion (e.g., Blackberry): "14.9%!

-- Microsoft (Windows Mobile) " "5.5%!
-- Other " " " " " "3.5%!

•  Hmm. Should the take away be that we can discount or 
ignore Microsoft/Windows Mobile?!
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I Would NOT Count Microsoft Out Yet… !

•  “IDC predicts that by 2015, the Nokia-Microsoft 
partnership will produce the second largest market share 
at 20.9 percent, behind only Android, whose share will 
grow to 45.4 percent. Apple's iOS will remain third with 
15.3 percent, followed by the BlackBerry OS with 13.7 
percent. With Nokia all but abandoning the Symbian OS, 
its CAGR between 2011 and 2015 will be a 65 percent 
loss, resulting in a 0.2 percent market share in 2015.”!
(see http://tinyurl.com/mobile-2015 )!
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What About Palm? !
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Symbian? (EOL? I Don’t Know…) !

But Android’s also open source… source.android.com!
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How Does Choice of Mobile !
Operating Systems Relate to Security?!

•  Please agree or disagree with the following statements…!
1)  All mobile operating systems are equally secure!
2) We have enough resources to support “everything.” !

For example, we have sample devices for all supported 
operating systems, so staff can get familiar with them!

3) We can easily keep up with new vulnerabilities on all 
mobile platforms!

4) If we needed to do forensics on any sort of mobile 
Internet device, we have the software tools and 
professional expertise to do so in a way that will survive 
close legal scrutiny!

5) [your item here…]!



4. But We Need To Support Particular 
Operating Systems to Get the Hardware 

Devices That Users Demand! !

Do handset hardware features drive OS 
adoption? Or vice versa?!
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These Days Most Vendors Are Making Mobile 
Internet Devices in All Popular Form Factors!
•  Some types of device hardware are exceptionally popular!
•  You’re going to see a lot of “touch screen devices” that 

(sort of) look or act like iPhones.!
•  You’re going to see a lot of “exposed QWERTY keyboard 

devices” that (sort of) look or act like classic 
BlackBerries.!

•  Slide open-format devices are also quite common.!
•  See the following examples…!

•  Take away: you may not need to buy an iPhone to get a 
touch screen interface, or a Blackberry to get a QWERTY 
keyboard interface… !
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Sample Apple iPhone 4 !

commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Safari_iphone.JPG!
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Sample Blackberry Devices!

commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/!
File:Blackberry_Storm.JPG!

commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/!
File:BlackBerry_Curve_8330.png!
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Sample Android Device !

www.motorola.com/Consumers/US-EN/Consumer-Product-and-Services/!
Mobile-Phones/ci.Motorola-DROID-2-US-EN.vertical!
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Sample Windows Mobile Device !

htchd2.t-mobile.com/touch-screen-phones! tinyurl.com/samsung-windows-mobile!
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Sample Symbian Devices !

tinyurl.com/symbian-nuron!

europe.nokia.com/find-products/devices/nokia-c6-00!
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Why Not Just Support “Everything?” !
•  Device support costs can kill you! Sites need to buy the 

devices themselves, and build documentation, and maintain 
connectivity for that stable of devices, and this gets 
harder (and more expensive!) as the number of mobile 
devices you support increases. It’s crazy to try to keep 
“one of everything” on hand when at least some products 
may rarely get purchased and used by your local users.!

•  In other cases, while two or three products may seem to 
be quite similar, one may in fact be decidedly better than 
other “similar” alternatives. !

•  If you’re already supporting a “best of breed” product 
there’s little point to supporting an “also ran” contender.!

•  In still other cases, at least some faculty/staff may !
be strongly encouraged (or required) to purchase service 
or devices listed on a mandatory/exclusive contract. !



5. Mobile Device Choices !
and Contracting Issues!

Institutional cell phone contracts can be a Pandoras box!
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 AT&T Plan!

Verizon Plan  !

Do we really!
need both?!

Why?!
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Beware Potential “Contract Lock-In” !

•  At times it can be hard to comprehend how fast mobile 
Internet devices are evolving. We may have a three or 
even four year life cycle for desktops and laptops, but 
mobile devices are continually being updated, and most 
people update their cell devices every two years or so. !

•  If you have a limited list of “approved” mobile Internet 
devices, perhaps negotiated three or four years ago based 
on what was available then, what’s on the list today will 
often be yesterday’s technologies (and often at 
yesterday’s prices!)!

•  Be SURE to have a mechanism by which users can pass 
along feedback or suggestions regarding devices they’d 
like to have available and supported!!
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Some Subtle Contract-Related Issues !
•  If the school buys a mobile Internet device for someone:!

-- What if a user runs up a substantial bill? Does your !
   contract allow you to limit institutional liability for !
   inappropriate or accidental device usage?!
-- What if the hardware is lost, stolen or damaged? Who!
   pays to replace the device for the remainder of the !
   contract term?!
-- What happens if the device user gets terminated or !
   quits? Does the institution “eat” the remainder of their!
   service contract, or can the device be transferred?!
   Does the user have to surrender their device, or can!
   they “buy out their contract” and keep it? !
   (Typical scenario: they may have purchased personal !
   applications that may be tied to that particular phone) !
   What about their phone number? Can they keep it?!
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Dodging The Contract Minefield !
•  If you pay employees a mobile device stipend, but have 

them purchase their own device (as many sites do), you 
can avoid some of these issues, but this approach can 
raise issues of its own!

•  For example, if the device is a personally owned mobile 
device under contract, do you have a basis for obtaining 
non-consensual access to it or its billing records? If you 
don’t have that sort of access, will you and your school’s 
attorneys be okay without it?!

•  Another option may be pay-as-you-go no-contract devices 
(aka “prepaid” mobile devices), but that flexibility often 
comes (literally) at a cost: the devices themselves 
typically aren’t free (or aren’t at least heavily 
subsidized), and you may pay more/minute (or per month)!



6. Type of Service: GSM? iDEN? CDMA?!

42!
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Choice of Connectivity !
•  A related issue: not all devices use the same sort of 

connectivity. (For example, until recently, if you wanted 
an iPhone, you were implicitly selecting AT&T’s GSM 
service; now you can pick AT&T/GSM, or Verizon/CDMA)!

•  At the same time your university is deciding on the mobile 
internet device operating systems it will support, and 
what mobile device hardware it will support, you should 
also be thinking about the sort of connectivity your 
devices-of-choice will be using. !

•  Call coverage and quality may be impacted by your 
choice, but choice of connectivity can also impact 
confidentiality.!

•  Some sites may decide to offer multiple vendors/support 
multiple connectivity options for very pragmatic reasons.!
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GSM (and UMTS) !
•  GSM==Global System for Mobile Communication (and the 

follow-on 3G Universal Mobile Telecommunication System)!
•  The most common worldwide (nearly 90% share).!
•  So-called “World Phones,” (quad-band or even penta-band 

phones), support multiple GSM frequency ranges:!
-- GSM 850 (aka “GSM 800”) and GSM 1900; the typical!
   GSM frequencies in the United States and Canada!
-- GSM 900 and GSM 1800 (aka “Digital Cellular !
   Service”); the most common GSM frequencies in !
   Europe and worldwide!

•  GSM is used by AT&T and T-Mobile in the U.S. (note that 
AT&T and T-Mobile will be merging in a year or so)!

•  GSM uses replaceable SIM cards (but some phones may 
be “locked”)!
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Some GSM Ciphers Have Been Cracked, Too !
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Still Don’t “Get” The Problem with GSM?!

•  One more try.!

See “Practical Cell Phone Snooping,”!
www.tombom.co.uk/cellphonespying.odp !

and !

www.tombom.co.uk/blog/?p=262 (August 1st, 2010)!

(odp file extension == OpenOffice)!

•  The GSM Security FAQ is also worth a look:!
http://www.gsm-security.net/gsm-security-faq.shtml !
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iDEN !

•  This is the Integrated Digital Enhanced Network, a 
Motorola proprietary format.!

•  It is supported by Sprint (iDEN had formerly been a 
“Nextel thing”), and you can even get Boost Mobile 
prepaid iDEN phones (look for their “i”-prefix handsets 
such as the Motorola Clutch i465)!

•  iDEN is perhaps most famous for its nationwide “push to 
talk” (PTT) service, an instant-on walky-talky-like service 
that’s popular with federal “three letter agencies” and 
local/regional emergency personnel, courtesy van drivers, 
etc.!

•  Uses SIM cards (not compatible with GSM SIM cards)!
•  Sprint has announced that iDEN will be phased out by 

2013 (see http://tinyurl.com/iden-2013 )!
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CDMA (and CDMA2000) !
•  CDMA == Code Division Multiple Access; CDMA2000 is the 

3G follow-on technology to CDMA. There are a couple of 
variations of CDMA2000 (e.g., 1X and EV-DO)!

•  CDMA is probably the most common cellular connectivity 
choice in the United States. !

•  CDMA is generally not very useful if travelling abroad 
(with only a few rare exceptions). !

•  Some leading CDMA cellular carriers in the US include: 
Verizon, Sprint, Cricket, MetroPCS, and Qwest!

•  CDMA is generally considered harder for an unauthorized 
party to eavesdrop upon than GSM (lawful intercept can 
still be performed), but from a resistance-to- 
eavesdropping point of view, I still like iDEN best.!
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So Which Cellular Technology To Pick?!
•  You may not have a choice: you may live or work 

somewhere where coverage is limited. If CDMA service is 
strong where you need coverage, and GSM is weak, buy a 
CDMA phone (and obviously if the opposite is true, buy a 
GSM phone)!

•  You may not have a choice: you may be subject to 
mandatory exclusive contract restrictions, although some 
organizations (including UO) offer both a CDMA provider 
and a GSM provider as an option.!

•  What are YOU recommending, and why?!



7. Getting Influence Over Mobile 
Internet Device Choices At Your Site!

If you care what folks use, you can !
influence those choices, but it will cost you…!
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Let’s Admit Our Limitations !

•  Who at your site has a mobile Internet device?!

•  You simply may not know -- users will often 
independently purchase mobile devices (particularly if !
it’s hard/uncommon for a site to do so for its staff)!

•  Those devices may connect via a third party/commercial 
network, and may not even directly access your servers.!

•  If those devices do access your servers, unless they have 
to authenticate to do so, you may not know that it is a 
device belonging to one of your users.!
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And If You Don’t Know Who Has Those Devices !
•  … you probably also don’t know:!

-- how they’re being configured and maintained, or !

-- what data may be stored on them. !
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A Semi-Zen-like Koan !
•  “If I didn’t buy the mobile device, and the mobile device 

isn’t using my institutional network, and the mobile device 
isn’t directly touching my servers, do I even care that it 
exists?” (Not quite as pithy as, “If a tree falls in the 
forest when no one’s around, does it still make any 
sound?” but you get the idea). Yes, you should care. !

•  You may think that that device isn’t something you need 
to worry about,  but at some point in the future that 
WILL change. Suddenly, for whatever reason (or 
seemingly for no reason) at least some of those devices 
WILL begin to use your network and/or servers, or some 
of those devices WILL end up receiving or storing 
personally identifiable information (PII). !
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Want Influence? It Will Probably Cost You… !

•  This is the slide that I hate having to include, but truly, !

"If you want the ability to influence/control what !
"happens on mobile Internet devices on your campus, !
"you’re probably going to need to “buy your way in.”!

•  By that I mean that if you purchase mobile Internet 
devices for your faculty or staff, you’ll then have an 
acknowledged basis for controlling/strongly influencing !

"(a) what gets purchased, !
"(b) how those devices get configured, and !
"(c) (maybe) you’ll then even know who may be using !

       these devices.!
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What About Student Mobile Devices?!
•  Same idea: if you have a discounted/subsidized/required 

mobile device purchase program for students, you may be 
able to control (or at least strongly influence) what they 
purchase, how those devices gets configured, etc.!

•  But buying in may not be cheap…!
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Mobile Data Plans Are Expensive !
•  One factor that I believe is an impediment to mobile 

device deployment at some institutions is the cost of the 
service plans required to connect the devices (the upfront 
cost of the device itself is negligible relative to the 
ongoing cost of purchasing service for the device) !
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iPhone 4 Costs !
•  While the iPhone 4 starts at just $199, the monthly 

recurring costs can be substantial.!
•  For example, on Verizon, consumer plans currently range 

from a bare-bones 450 minute plan with unlimited data at 
$89.98/month all the way up to $119.98/month (for 
unlimited voice and data). A text messaging plan, if 
desired, adds up to another $20/month.!

•  What about AT&T? AT&T offers a consumer 450 minute 
voice place (with 5000 night and weekend minutes) for 
$39.99, to which you can add a (comparatively tiny) 
200MB data plan for another $15, for a total of $54.99/
month. Their unlimited voice plus 4GB data with tethering 
plan would cost $114.99 (plus a text messaging plan, if 
desired)!

•  Those are non-trivial ongoing costs.!
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Doing The Math for A Campus of 20,000 !
•  Non-device costs for iPhones for 20,000 users for a year 

would run from $54.99/month*12 months/year *20,000 = 
$13,197,600/yr all the way up to $33,595,200 (e.g., 
($119.98+$20)*12*20,000). !

•  That’s a chunk of money for pretty much any campus I 
can think of… !
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Those Cost Aren’t Just an “iPhone” Thing !
•  Some folks may think that the prices mentioned are 

purely an artifact of Apple/AT&T/Verizon. They’re not.!

•  For example, domestic consumer service plans for 
BlackBerry devices, e.g., from Verizon, tend to be 
comparable -- talk plans in Oregon run from $39.99-
$69.99, with texting $20 extra, with the only realistic 
data package you’ll also need being the $29.99 
“unlimited” one. !

$69.99+$20.00+$29.99 = $119.98!

$119.98/month*12 months*20,000 = $28,795,200/yr !
to service 20,000 users.!

Once again, that’s a big chunk of dough. !
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One Less Expensive Option !
•  Boost Mobile now offers Android mobile devices such as 

the Motorola i1 with $50/month unlimited nationwide talk, 
text, web, 411, IM and email, all with no contracts (and 
rates can shrink to as low as $35/month over time); 
Blackberry devices are also available (however those 
users pay an additional $10/month).!

•  For a campus of 20,000 users, that works out to “just” 
20,000*12*50=$12,000,000/yr, a comparative bargain :-)!
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International Charges !
•  If you have faculty or staff who travel internationally, 

international voice and data usage would be extra. !

•  In the iPhone’s case, data usage ranges from $24.99/
month for just 20MB to $199.99/month for just 200MB. 
Over those limits, usage runs from $5/MB on up (ouch). 
These and all other rates may change over time; check 
with your mobile carrier for more details.!

•  Obviously I think many people may want to consider 
disabling data roaming while traveling abroad.!
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Your Institution May Be Able to !
Negotiate A Better Rate !

•  Never assume that the onesie-twosie consumer price is 
the price applicable to higher ed users; always check for 
existing special pricing, and don’t hesitate to negotiate!!

•  Another possible way of making the financial picture less 
dire may be to offset some of those costs with related 
income, for example from cellular tower leases on campus 
real estate. !

•  Even if you can’t chisel much off the price sometimes, you 
may want to at least get better contract terms as part 
of that arrangement.!

•  Has YOUR college wrestled with the financial issues 
associated with mobile devices? If so, did you come up 
with any solutions?!



8. Secure Mobile Environment !
Portable Electronic Devices (SME PEDs)!

(“Government Style” Secure Smartphones)!
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Sure Mobile Internet Devices Are Popular 
(And Expensive!), But Are They Secure?!

•  Many sites, faced with the ad hoc proliferation of mobile 
devices among their users, have become concerned: !
Are all these new mobile Internet devices secure?!

•  Since misery loves company, it may help to recognize that 
we’re not the only ones wrestling with mobile device 
security. Remember when the most powerful person in 
the free world didn’t want to part with his BlackBerry? !

•  Specialized, extra-secure devices (such as the GD Sectera 
or the L-3 Guardian) are available to users in the gov/
mil/three letter agency markets, but those devices are 
typically expensive ($3,500) and heavy compared to 
traditional mobile Internet devices, and are unavailable to 
those of us who do not hold federal security clearances, 
anyhow. !
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SME PED: GD Sectera !
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SME PED: L-3 Guardian !
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The Sort of “Security” We Need !

•  In our case, we’re not worried about the remnants of the 
Cold War espionage world, or terrorists, we’re worried 
about issues such as: !

-- Is all device traffic encrypted well enough to protect !
   PCI-DSS or HIPAA or FERPA data that’s present?!
-- Is there PII on our users’ devices? Do those devices !
   have “whole device” data encryption to protect that!
   data? !
-- What if one get lost or stolen? Can we send the device !
   a remote “wipe” or “kill” code?!
-- How are we sync’ing/backing those devices up?!
-- Do we need antivirus protection for mobile devices?!
-- And how’s our mobile device security policy coming?!



9. History Repeats Itself!

Are We Seeing A Recapitulation of The 
“Managed vs. Unmanaged PCs” Wars?!
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The Good Old Days for PC !

•  For a long time way back in “Ye Olde Days,” traditional 
IT management pretended that PCs didn’t exist. (Would 
you like some COBOL with your MVS system, ma’am?)!

•  While they were in “denial,” people bought the PCs they 
wanted and “administered” them themselves.!

•  Productivity increased immensely, at least for a while (it’s 
amazing how much work one cowboy or cowgirl, left to his 
or her own devices, can get done). :-)!

•  While that sometimes worked well, other times chaos 
reigned (for example, the PCs may have been 0wn3d).!
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The Modern Era!

•  Today's more closely managed “enterprise” model was the 
response to that anarchy. !

•  At some sites, standardized PC configurations are 
purchased and tightly locked down and are then centrally 
administered. !

•  While I’m not a fan of this paradigm, I recognize that it 
is increasingly common (and understandable).!

•  Arguably, it results in less chaos, or at least more 
consistent and predictable chaos. :-)!
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Does The Following Sound Familiar?!
•  Users find mobile devices useful.!

•  Some IT folks find mobile devices threatening, or easy to 
dismiss, or too expensive, or simply irrelevant.!

•  Users buy what they want and use them in innovate ways 
(sometimes resulting in cheers and applause, sometimes 
resulting in copious weeping and extensive finger pointing)!

•  Prediction: Once there are “incidents,” uniform mobile 
devices will be centrally procured and administered, as 
the lesser of two evils. (But we may not be there (yet))!



10. Mobile Device Policies!

An Attempt at Re-asserting Control:!
Mobile Device Policies!
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Example: Device Passwords !
•  If a mobile Internet device is lost or stolen, a primary 

protection is the device’s password.!
•  Users hate passwords, and if left to their own devices (so 

to speak), if they use one at all, they might use a short 
and easily guessed one such as 1234!

•  In fairness: short all-numeric pins are familiar to users 
from things like their ATM card; to users, if a four digit 
number is good enough for something important, like a 
money machine, it must be good enough for a phone, eh?!

•  Hypothesized: 4 digit numerical PINs are not uniformly 
distributed. Asked to pick a four digit numerical password, 
if allowed to do so, people will disproportionately pick 
“magic” ones, e.g., 0000, 1111, 2222, …, 9999, 1234, 4321, 
2468, 2011, their birth year, last four of their SSN, etc. 
(Love to see a formal study of this issue)!
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Hypothetical PW Policy: You Must Have A !
Password, And It Must Be Reasonably Strong !
•  You and your school might prefer that users use a longer 

and more complex password for their mobile devices. !

•  If the mobile device is managed, you can usually require:!

-- that it have a password, !
-- that the password be strong, and!
-- that the device will guard against attempts at brute !
    force password guessing (ATM cards do this by !
    gobbling up your card after a number of bad PIN !
    entries; mobile devices can do something similar by!
    erasing themselves)!
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Example: !
What Can Be Required for iPhone Passwords? !
•  Looking at the iPhone Enterprise Deployment Guide:!

-- you can require the user *have* a password!
-- you can require a *long*/*complex* password!
-- you can set max number of failures (or the max days!
   of non-use) before the device is wiped out (the device !
   can then be restored from backup via iTunes)!
-- you can specify a maximum password change interval!
-- you can prevent password reuse via password history!
-- you can specify an interval after which a screen-lock-!
   like password will automatically need to be re-entered!

•  RIM offer similar controls for BlackBerry devices.!
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Other Potential Local iPhone “Policies” Include !
•  Adding or removing root certs!
•  Configuring WiFi including trusted SSIDs, passwords, etc.!
•  Configuring VPN settings and usage!
•  Blocking installation of additional apps from the AppStore !
•  Blocking Safari (e.g., blocking general web browsing)!
•  Blocking use of the iPhone’s camera!
•  Blocking screen captures!
•  Blocking use of the iTunes Music Store!
•  Blocking use of YouTube!
•  Blocking explicit content!

•  Some of these settings may be less applicable or less 
important to higher ed folks than to K12/corp/gov users.!
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Sample Passcode Policy from U Virginia: !
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iPhone Hardening Checklist from UTexas !
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Discussion: Does Your School Require Strong 
Passwords for Mobile Internet Devices? !

•  If so, is the policy well known?!
•  What does it specifically require?!
•  Does your policy have “teeth” (penalties for non-

compliance)?!
•  Who’s in charge of enforcing that policy?!
•  Have penalties actually been levied on anyone?!

•  Predictions: policies that lack technical monitoring and 
technical enforcement will not have very good rates of 
compliance; policies that are implemented via technical 
means may have somewhat better levels of compliance.!
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Enterprise Device Technical Policy Management !
•  Both RIM and Apple offer guidance for configuring and 

centrally managing their mobile Internet devices in an 
enterprise context. !

•  If you’re interested in what it would take to centrally 
manage these devices and you haven’t already seen these 
documents, I’d urge you to see:!

http://na.blackberry.com/eng/ataglance/security/
it_policy.jsp!

http://manuals.info.apple.com/en_US/!
Enterprise_Deployment_Guide.pdf !
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Scalably Pushing Policies to the iPhone !
•  To configure policies such as those just mentioned on the 

iPhone, you can use configuration profiles created via the 
iPhone Configuration Utility (downloadable from!
http://www.apple.com/support/iphone/enterprise/ )!

•  Those configuration files can be downloaded directly to an 
iPhone which is physically connected to a PC or Mac 
running iTunes -- but that's not a particularly scalable 
approach. The configuration files can also be emailed to 
your user’s iPhones, or downloaded from the web per 
chapter two of the Apple Enterprise Deployment Guide.!

•  While those configuration files need to be signed (and can 
be encrypted), there have been reports of flaws with the 
security of this process; see “iPhone PKI handling flaws” 
at cryptopath.wordpress.com/2010/01/!
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What’s The ‘Big Deal’ About Bad Config Files? !
•  If I can feed an iPhone user a bad config file and convince 

that user to actually install it, I can:!

-- change their name servers (and if I can change their !
   name servers, I can totally control where they go)!
-- add my own root certs (allowing me to MITM their!
   supposedly “secure” connections)!
-- change email, WiFi or VPN settings, thereby !
   allowing me to sniff their connections and credentials!
-- conduct denial of service attacks against the user,!
   including blocking their access to email or the web!

•  These config files also can be made non-removable (except 
through wiping and restoring the device). !
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We Need to Encourage “Healthy Paranoia” !
•  Because of the risks associated with bad config files, and 

because the config files be set up with attributes which 
increase the likelihood that users may accept and load a 
malicious configuration file, iPhone users should be told to 
NEVER, EVER under any circumstances install a config file 
received by email or from a web site. !

•  Of course, this sort of absolute prohibition potentially 
reduces your ability to scalably and securely push mobile 
Internet device security configurations to iPhones, but…!

•  This issue also underscores the importance of users 
routinely sync’ing/backing up their mobile devices so that 
if they have to wipe their device and restore it from 
scratch, they can do so without losing critical content.!
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iTunes’s Pivotal Role !
•  Apple relies on iTunes for some pretty critical purposes 

when it comes to managing the iPhone (including backups 
and updates). You REALLY want to encourage people to 
take backups (encrypted) of their devices!!

•  For better or worse, iTunes is more or less inseparably 
tied to QuickTime. (A complex application in its own right)!

•  While iTunes and QuickTime are pretty common on 
personal laptops or desktops, they may feel like an odd 
addition to an institutional laptop or desktop. !

•  The alternative, centralized updates done on a bring-
your-device-in-basis, likely won’t scale very well.!

•  Personally, I can live with iTunes everywhere, but how do 
you folks feel? (It can be a real potential issue if you’re 
tight on bandwidth, obviously)!



11. Mobile Devices In The Classroom:!
A Proper Subject for Policy Creation?!

(No, Run Away!)!
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Classroom Mobile Internet Device Policies !
•  Anyone who’s ever been in a class/meeting/movie!

theater plagued by randomly ringing cell phones 
understands just how distracting they can be. Some 
instructors therefore insist that all mobile devices be 
silenced or completely turned off during class.!

•  Mobile Internet devices are also a potential source of 
unauthorized assistance during exams, and may need to 
be controlled to prevent rampant collusion or cheating:!
-- classmates could text answers to each other during!
   an exam!
-- students could consult Internet sources for help!
   on some subject material!
-- tests used during an early section might potentially !
   get photographed and shipped by telephone to students !
   who will be taking the same (or a similar) test later!
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Classroom Mobile Internet Device Policies (2) !
•  On the other hand, mobile internet devices may play a 

critical role in helping to keep campuses safe: a growing 
number of schools have programs in place to push 
emergency notifications to campus populations via their 
mobile devices, and when you’re facing severe weather or 
an active shooter on campus, time may be of the essence.!

•  Mobile internet devices may also be essential for student 
parents to remain accessible in case a child is hurt or 
injured and contacting the student parent becomes 
necessary. !

•  Remaining accessible 24x7 may also be a job requirement 
for some emergency-related occupations (health 
professions, public safety work, etc.)!
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Academic Freedom!

•  Most campuses have strong traditions of academic 
freedom, and most administrations grant faculty 
(particularly tenured faculty) substantial autonomy when 
it comes to how they run their class rooms.!

•  While the administration, or more typically an expert 
faculty committee, might venture to make observations, 
or offer recommendations or advice, it would be uncommon 
for classroom-related policies to be centrally imposed.!

•  This does not mean, however, that faculty can go 
overboard and use technical means (such as cell phone 
jammers or WiFi jammers) to block cellular or WiFi 
signals…!
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Cellular Jammers: Yes, They Really Do Exist!
•  Under some circumstances (such as the booby-trap-rich 

environments of Iraq and Afghanistan), cellular jammers 
can be used by the good guys in life-saving roles, blocking 
terrorist command-detonated improvised explosive devices.!

•  That’s a pretty unusual role, however. Nonetheless, if you 
Google for “cellular jammer” you’ll see that yes, people 
really do make and sell jammers on the Internet, and yes, 
they are willing to attempt to ship them here to the 
United States (even though they’re illegal to use here).!

•  If you rely on cellular service (or related communication 
services, such as GPS) for critical emergency 
communication, event time-stamping, or or other key 
security-related functions, the possibility of an adversary 
employing a jammer should be explicitly factored into 
your security planning.!
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One Option If You Run Into a Cellular Jammer !



12. What If A Mobile Device !
Ends Up Lost or Stolen?!

The crux of the issue…!
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Mobile Devices Do Routinely Get Lost or Stolen !
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At The Risk of Stating the Obvious !
•  If you suspect that you’ve lost your mobile device, or it’s 

been stolen, report it to your cellular carrier at once. !

•  Doing this will be easier if you have (with you!):!

-- your carrier’s customer service phone number!
-- your mobile device’s phone number!
-- your account security code!
-- your device’s IMEI (International Mobile Equipment!
    Identity Number), ESN (Electronic Serial Number) or!
    MEID (Mobile Equipment Identifier)!

•  If you support a department or school full of mobile 
devices, maybe central records of this information would!
be helpful? (carefully safeguard this key info!)!
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What May Be On A Lost Phone? !
•  Contacts (including potentially sensitive contacts, or 

contacts which include unpublished phone numbers)!
•  Financial information (online bank or online brokerage 

account information, credit card information, etc.)!
•  Passwords to sensitive accounts (hopefully you’re not 

relying on plain passwords for root/administrative 
accounts, but if you are, hopefully you’re not storing 
them in plain text on your phone, but…)!

•  Private PGP keys, PKI certificates and cryptographic soft 
tokens!

•  Confidential work information (including data covered by 
contractual NDAs, FERPA, HIPAA, GLB, etc.)!

•  Personal content (do you *really* want that video of you 
dancing the hokey-pokey at the karaoke bar after a few 
too many beers posted all over the Internet?)!
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Lost Mobile Devices: Option 1 – Encrypt It !
•  An example of a common security control designed to 

protect PII from unauthorized access is hardware 
encryption. !

•  For example, many sites require routine use of “whole 
disk” encryption on all institutional laptops containing PII.!

•  If we lose a mobile Internet device, but the device is 
completely encrypted, do we really care, other than the 
obvious inconvenience (and cost) associated with replacing 
that device and restoring from backup? (And of course, 
the cost of the phone can be covered by insurance, if you 
worry about that).!

•  If you’re interested, whole device encryption may be 
available as a software solution for at least some mobile 
platforms…!
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So What About Hardware Device Encryption? !
•  Some mobile Internet devices (such as earlier versions of 

the iPhone) did not offer hardware encryption; 3GS and 
4G iPhones now do. !

•  However, folks have demonstrated that at least the 3Gs 
(and at least for some versions of iOS) was less-than-
completely bullet proof; see for example Dr NerveGas 
(aka Jonathan Zdziarski’s) demo “Removing iPhone 3G[s] 
Passcode and Encryption,” www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5wS3AMbXRLs!

•  This may be a consideration if you are planning to use 
certain types of iPhones for PII or other sensitive data 
and planned to rely on hardware encryption.!
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Hardware Encryption on the BlackBerry !
•  Hardware encryption on the BlackBerry is described in 

some detail in “Enforcing encryption of internal and 
external file systems on BlackBerry devices,” see!
http://docs.blackberry.com/en/admin/deliverables/3940/
file_encryption_STO.pdf!

•  If setting encryption manually, be sure to set!
-- Content Protection, AND!
-- Enable Media Card Support, AND Encrypt Media Files!

•  If setting encryption centrally, be sure to set all of…!
-- Content Protection Strength policy rule!
-- External File System Encruption Level policy rule!
-- Force Content Protection for Master Keys policy rule!

•  For “stronger” or “strongest” Content Protection levels, 
set min pwd length to 12 or 21 characters, respectively!
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Note Those Recommended Password Lengths !
•  We’ve previously talked specifically about passwords at 

the 2009 NWACC Security Meeting (see 
www.uoregon.edu/~joe/passwords/passwords.pdf (or .ppt)) !

•  I suspect that most folks do NOT routinely use 12 to 21 
character passwords even on highly important “regular” 
administrative accounts, so convincing users, particularly 
senior administrative users, to use a 12 or 21 character 
password “just” for their BlackBerry may be a tough sell.!
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Lost Mobile Devices: Option 2 -- Find It !
•  If we lose a mobile Internet device, maybe the device 

itself can help us find it…!
•  For example, can the device monitor and self-report its 

location? Many mobile devices include integrated GPS, 
after all, as well as the ability to send text messages or 
email, or to make phone calls. (Note: Geo-location services 
may have problems in dense urban areas, as well as in 
underground parking garages, etc.)!

•  Unfortunately, the bad guys know that tracking 
applications of this sort are increasingly common, so if 
they steal or find a mobile device, they may immediately 
put it into an electrical isolation bag to prevent the 
device from “phoning home” until it can be sanitized.!

•  Also, are we okay routinely tracking the travels of 
legitimate users when the device isn’t lost or stolen?!
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Lost Mobile Devices – Option 3: Kill It !
•  Can the lost mobile device “defend itself?” That is, if an 

unauthorized person gets your device, can he get at 
what’s on it, or will it be resist those access attempts? !

•  If the device is suffering a sustained attack from a 
determined and patient attacker, can it electronically 
“kill itself” to ultimately keep its contents from being 
compromised?!

•  If we have to, can we affirmatively push an external “kill 
code” to the device to “brick it?” (And can we be sure a 
malicious bad guy can’t do this w/o our permission?)!

•  Can the device zap itself if it is simply left unused for a 
“long” period of time? (Will it still have enough residual 
power to self-zap after a month? And what if I go on a 
six week trip, but forget to take my mobile device?)!
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Risk of Access To Device Content Can Vary !
•  Not all threats to the security of mobile device contents 

are equal. The spectrum goes from:!
-- non-technical curious family member or coworker!
-- common thief, looking for easily exploitable financial!
    details, equipped with just a few basic tricks!
-- highly skilled mobile device forensic specialist (including!
   technicians from the law enforcement and/or the!
   national intelligence communities)!

•  Protecting a device from compromise by a curious family 
member or coworker is obviously far easier than 
protecting it from a high skilled mobile device specialist!

•  It can be helpful to see what’s forensically possible when 
dealing with a cell phone – once you know what a trained 
guy can do, you may become a little more skeptical about 
the level of protection that a device offers.!
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Mobile Device Forensics!
•  See the book “iPhone Forensics” by Jonathan Zdziarski, 

http://oreilly.com/catalog/9780596153595!

•  Some (of many) potential tools (in alphabetical order):!
-- Device Seizure, http://www.paraben.com/!
-- iPhone Insecurity, http://www.iphoneinsecurity.com/!
-- Lantern, http://katanaforensics.com/!
-- Oxygen, http://www.iphone-forensics.com/!
"Notes: Some tools may only be available to gov/mil/LE. 
Also, if you must jailbreak an iPhone to use a tool, this 
may complicate use of resulting evidence for prosecution!

•  Interesting review from 2009: viaforensics.com/wpinstall/!
wp-content/uploads/2009/03/iPhone-Forensics-2009.pdf!
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Mobile Device Forensic Training Options !
•  If you do end up needing to do mobile device forensics 

yourself, formal training may be very helpful. Formal 
training can also be useful when it comes to establishing 
bona fides if you need to testify in court about work 
you’ve done. Some training options include:!

"-- BK Forensics Cell Phone Forensics 101 (3 days)!
    http://www.bkforensics.com/101.html!
-- SANS Mobile Device Forensics Course (5 days)!
    http://www.sans.org/security-training/!
    mobile-device-forensics-1297-mid!
-- TeelTech Adv. Smartphone Forensic Training (5 days)!
    www.teeltech.com/tt3/smartphoneclass.asp?cid=18!

and there are others…!
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Remotely Zapping Compromised Mobile Devices !
•  Strong device passwords and hardware encryption are 

primary protections against PII getting compromised, but 
another potentially important option is being able to 
remotely wipe the hardware with a magic “kill code.” 
Both iPhones and BlackBerry devices support this option.!

•  Important notes: !
-- If a device is taken off the air (e.g., the SIM card !
   has been removed, or the device has been put into a !
   electromagnetic isolation bag), a device kill code may !
   not be able to be received and processed.!
-- Some devices (including BlackBerries) acknowledge !
   receipt and execution of the kill code, others may not.!
"-- Pre-3GS versions of the iPhone may take an hour per !
   8GB of storage to wipe; 3GS’s wipe instantaneously.!
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Terminating Mobile Device-Equipped Workers !
•  A reviewer who looked at a draft version of these slides 

pointed out an interesting corner case for remote 
zapping:!
-- Zap codes are usually transmitted via Exchange Active !
   Sync when the mobile device connects to the site’s!
   Exchange Server, and the user’s device authenticates!
-- HR departments in many high tech companies will !
   routinely kill network access and email accounts when!
   an employee is being discharged to prevent “incidents”!
-- If HR gets network access and email access killed!
   before the zap code gets collected, the device may !
   not be able to login (and get zapped), leaving the now!
   ex-employee with the complete contents of the device!
"See: http://tinyurl.com/zap-then-fire !
•  Complete (encrypted) device backups may exist…!
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Device Backup Password Recovery Tools !

[But…]!
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What Are Your Plans For Departing Employees? !
•  Do you have a checklist you go through when an employee 

leaves (voluntarily or involuntarily)?!
•  Does the plan include mobile devices and the content 

thereon? (Or are you ready to crack a potentially 
encrypted backup you may have retained?)!

•  What if the employee is using a personally purchased 
mobile devices?!



13. Mobile Device Applications!

It’s always been about the applications 
when you get right down to it, eh?!
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Mobile Devices as Terminals/X Terminals!
•  One solution to the problem of sensitive information being 

stored on mobile Internet devices is to transform how 
they’re used. !

•  For example, if mobile Internet devices are used solely as 
ssh (“VT100-type”) terminals, or solely as X Windows 
terminals, the amount of sensitive information stored on 
the device could presumably be minimized (modulo caching 
and other “incidental” PII storage).!

•  iPhone users can obtain both ssh and X terminal server 
applications for their devices from www.zinger-soft.com 
and from other vendors!

•  It is critical that communications between the mobile 
device and the remote system be encrypted (including 
having X terminal session traffic securely tunneled)!
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Web Based Applications on the iPhone !
•  Of course, most sites don’t use “VT100” and/or X term 

apps any more -- everything is done via a web browser. !
•  So what web browsers can we use on our mobile devices? 

(some sites or some critical applications may strongly 
prefer or require use of a particular browser)!

•  Traditionally, Safari was the only true web browser 
available for the iPhone. !

•  Firefox, for example, isn’t and won’t be available (and !
no, Firefox Home for iPhone does not count), see!
https://wiki.mozilla.org/Mobile/Platforms!

•  Opera Mini was approved for the iPhone on April 13th, 
2010, but note that Opera Mini differs from “regular” 
Opera in that remote servers are used to render what 
Opera Mini displays (and they auto-“MITM” content for 
you, see www.opera.com/mobile/help/faq/#security)!
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A Review of 12 Alternative Browsers for iPhone !

See: http://browsers.about.com/od/iphonewebbrowsers/!
tp/iphone-web-browsers.htm!
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Web Based Applications on the BlackBerry !
•  What about BlackBerry users? !

Just like iPhone users, BlackBerry users can run Opera 
Mini (see www.opera.com/mobile/download/blackberry/ ) 
but not Firefox (see https://wiki.mozilla.org/Mobile/
Platforms#Supported_Platforms )!

There’s a nice review of some other mobile web browsers 
at www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2358239,00.asp!
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Back End Servers Supporting Mobile Devices !
•  Many mobile Internet apps, not just Opera Mini, rely on 

services provided by back end servers -- sometimes 
servers which run locally, othertimes servers which run 
"in the cloud." !

•  If those servers go down, your service may be 
interrupted. This is a real risk and has happened multiple 
times to BlackBerry users; some examples include:!
-- "International Blackberry Outage Goes Into Day 2," March 9th, 
2010, http://tinyurl.com/intl-outage-2nd-day!
-- "BlackBerry users hit by eight-hour outage," December 23rd, 
2009, www.cnn.com/2009/TECH/12/23/blackberry.outage/index.html!
See http://www.dataoutagenews.com/ for more outages.!

•  Availability is, or can be, another critical information 
security consideration (remember “confidentiality, 
integrity and availability”!)!
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Web Browsers and Android !
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What Do Your Key Websites !
Look Like On Your Mobile Internet Device? !

•  Web sites optimized for fast, well-connected computers 
with large screens may not look good or work well on 
mobile devices. If those sites are running key applications, 
a lack of mobile device app usability may even be a 
security issue (for example, normal anti-phishing visual 
cues may be hard to see, or may be easily overlooked on 
a knock-off "secure" site).!

•  Have you looked at your home page and your key 
applications on a mobile Internet device? How do they 
look? One web site which may help open your eyes to the 
need for a redesign (or at least a separate website for 
mobile devices) is http://www.testiphone.com/ !

•  Should you create an http://m.<yoursite>.edu/ page?!
Has someone else already created such a site?!
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Sample Web Page !
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Quick Response Codes !
•  Speaking of mobile devices and the web, a relatively new 

development is the “Quick Response” or “QR” code, the 
little square dot-like bar codes that are meant to be 
photographed by mobile devices as a convenient way of 
taking your mobile device to a particular location online 
(or giving folks a phone number, text, etc.)!

•  Quick, what do those barcodes say, eh?!
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Do We All Think Like Security People? !
•  What was the first thing you thought when you saw 

those things? !

•  I know what my first thought was… Just looking at one 
of those things with the naked eye, you sure can’t tell 
WHAT you’re going to get/where you’re going to go.!

•  Yes, we are a relatively cynical/paranoid lot, aren’t we?!

•  There may be offsetting/compensating controls (but those 
controls may also potential impact user/site privacy)!
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Email On Your Mobile Device May Be Routinely 
Monitored, At Least In Some Jurisdictions !

•  India is the canonical example of this, heavily pressuring 
Research In Motion to provide email intercept solutions 
for traffic involving BlackBerries in India.!

•  If we assume that other governments have also demanded 
these technical capabilities, prudent individuals (at least 
those who may travel to areas where monitoring may be 
taking place), should consider employing strong local email 
encryption (such as PGP/GPG) to protect the privacy and 
security of email sent from their mobile device.!
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Securing Email On Your Mobile Device !
•  If you do worry about the security of email, you may 

want to routinely use PGP/GPG, or perhaps S/MIME, to 
secure your message traffic.!

•  You can now get a PGP implementation for the iPhone, 
see SecuMail, http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/secumail/
id414328661?mt=8 and for the Blackberry see!
us.blackberry.com/ataglance/security/products/pgp.jsp!

•  There’s an S/MIME *reading* client available for the 
iPhone, see http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/!
smime-reader/id404388231?mt=8 ; for the Blackberry see !
us.blackberry.com/ataglance/security/products/smime.jsp!

•  I’m interested in hearing any feedback that folks might 
want to share about these or similar email encryption 
applications.!



14. Spam, Malware, and Broken Jails!

Malware can be the other big worry, !
particularly since antivirus options are “limited”!
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Spam Sent Directly to Mobile Devices !
•  Some users may read their “regular” email via their 

mobile devices; in those cases, their “regular” host-based 
spam filtering will continue to be applicable, regardless of 
the device used to read that email.!

•  Managing spam sent directly to mobile devices is a 
different problem: users need to rely more on the 
provider’s filtering (good or bad as it may be), having !
few if any options for doing their own bespoke filtering.!

•  A cool new initiative: while many mobile operators have 
intra-company spam reporting, GSM mobile users should 
be aware of a new effort which will allow them to easily 
centrally report any spam that may have slipped through. 
See: “Phone Networks Try New Spam Abuse System,” !
25 March 2010, http://tinyurl.com/gsm-7726!
Use the SMS code 7726 (or 33700 in some locations)!
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Malware and A/V on the Non-Jailbroken iPhone !
•  Because earlier versions of the iPhone disallowed 

applications running in the background, it was difficult for 
traditional antivirus products to be successfully ported to 
the iPhone.!

•   To the best of my knowledge, your options for antivirus 
software on the iPhone are still “quite limited,” with no 
iPhone A/V offering from traditional market leaders such 
as Symantec* and McAfee at this time.!

•  On the other hand, since the iPhone used/uses a !
sandbox-and-cryptographically "signed app" model, !
it’s hard(er) for the iPhone to get infected.!

----!
* http://www.symantec.com/business/support/index?page=content&id=TECH133834!
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Malware and A/V on the BlackBerry !
•  Regarding the Blackberry, see RIM’S FAQ item !

“Does my BlackBerry smartphone need anti-virus 
software?” at !

http://na.blackberry.com/eng/ataglance/security/
knowledgebase.jsp#faq8!
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And If There’s NOT A/V For Mobile Devices… !

•  Some sites may “accidentally” adopt an “overly broad” 
policy when it comes to deploying antivirus, perhaps 
decreeing that “If it can’t run antivirus, it can’t run.” !

As you might expect, I believe this is a mistake when 
there are compensating controls (such as use of a !
signed-app model in the case of the iPhone), or cases 
where the demand for A/V on a platform is so minimal 
there’s not even a commercial A/V product available.!

There are ways to avoid malware besides just running 
antivirus software!!

•  Remember “compensating controls!”!
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What About Jailbroken iPhones? !
•  Normally only Apple-approved applications run on the 

iPhone. However, some users have developed hacks (NOT 
blessed by Apple!) that will allow users to “break out of 
that jail” and run whatever applications they want.!

•  Jailbreaking your iPhone violates the license agreement 
and voids its warranty, but it is estimated that 5-10% of 
all iPhone users have done so.!

•  Q: “Is jailbreaking my iPhone legal?”!
A: I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice, but see:!

“EFF Wins New Legal Protections for Video Artists, Cell 
Phone Jailbreakers, and Unlockers,” July 26, 2010,!
http://www.eff.org/press/archives/2010/07/26!
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Jailbroken iPhones and Upgrades !
•  When a jail broken iPhones gets an OS upgrade, the 

jailbreak gets reversed and would typically need to be 
redone. !

•  This may cause some users of jail broken iPhones to be 
reluctant to apply upgrades (even upgrades with critical 
security patches!), until the newly released version of iOS 
also gets jailbroken.!

•  That’s obviously a security issue and cause for concern.!
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Jail Breaking Apps Are OS Release-Specific !
•  Because jail breaking the iPhone is (cough!) not a 

supported and endorsed activity, every time Apple 
upgrades its iOS, it inevitably “fixes” (e.g., breaks) the 
exploits that were formerly being used to escape the 
iPhone jail.!

•  As a result, whenever there’s an upgrade, there are a 
whole bunch of jailbroken iPhone users who anxiously 
await some new jailbreak for the new version of the 
iPhone operating system.!

•  There are real applications which will accomplish this…!
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GreenPois0n !

Note: our mentioning this site should NOT be taken as a !
recommendation that you should jailbreak your iPhone!!
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Beware Fake Jailbreaking Apps !
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And When You Do Get Successfully Jailbroken !
•  If you do successfully jailbreak your iPhone (with an app 

that’s not malicious in and of itself!), your exposure to 
OTHER malware will increase. !

•  Some of the malware which has targeted jailbroken 
iPhones has targeted unchanged OpenSSh passwords for 
the root and/or mobile accounts (which defaulted to 
“alpine”) :!

-- the “ikee” worm (aka “RickRolling” worm)!

-- the “Duh” worm (which changed “alpine” to “ohshit”,!
   scanned for other vulnerable iPhones, and stole data)!

-- the "iPhone/Privacy.A” (stole data/opened a backdoor)!
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The “ikee” Worm!
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The “Duh” Worm!
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Mobile Malware May Exploit Vulnerable Apps!
•  For example, just as Adobe Reader has been a popular 

target for malware on traditional desktop and laptop 
computers, Adobe Reader is also a popular attack vector 
on handheld mobile devices.!

•  Likewise, Adobe Flash Player on Android has also surfaced 
as having vulnerabilities.!
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PDF Vulnerabilities on the iPhone !

mygadgetnews.com/2010/10/03/pdf-vulnerability-being-used-for-malicious-purposes-on-iphone-ios/!
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Flash Vulnerabilities on Android!
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App Vetting and Third Party App Sources !
•  While regular iPhones usually get apps from the iTune 

Apps Store, jail broken phones can get apps from 3rd 
party repositories such as Cydia. !

It is unclear how much vetting new apps get before being 
listed at Cydia.!

•  The problem of rogue applications is not unique to just 
the iPhone…!



A Sample Malicious Android Application!
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15. Wireless Issues!
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Mobile Devices Want To Connect !
•  Just like many laptops, many mobile devices want to 

connect to any open WiFi network they can find.!
•  In some cases, those networks may be intentionally open, 

and provided by community-spirited people who want to 
share their good fortune with neighbors or passersby who 
may temporarily need network connectivity. (A noble, if 
rather foolhardy, decision)!

•  In other cases, networks may be unintentionally open, and 
use of those networks by random people may be 
unwelcome (just because my door may be unlocked, 
doesn’t mean I want you to wander in and watch my TV).!

•  A third class of available WiFi networks may be malicious, 
and may intercept or modify any traffic passing through.!

•  Should your mobile devices “know to avoid random WiFi 
hotspots?!
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What About Bluetooth? !
•  If you don’t need it, as always, turn it off.!

•  If you’re not keeping up on wireless hacking/cracking 
tools in circulation, you may want to review some of the 
Bluetooth security tools at !

http://www.wi-foo.com/ViewPagea038.html?
siteNodeId=56&languageId=1&contentId=-1!
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A Less Common BlueTooth Vulnerability!



16. Some Hardware Issues!
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1) Non-Vendor Hardware !
•  Counterfeit computer and network hardware is a major 

concern for some manufacturers and the U.S. government!
•  Knock-off iPhones are currently being seen in the U.S. !

One good description of a knock off iPhone is available at 
http://www.macmedics.com/blog/2009/06/27/!
counterfeit-iphone-3g-stops-by-macmedics-by-way-of-
disputed-ebay-auction/ !

•  Apple and legal authorities are putting pressure on the 
sources of some of these knock-offs (e.g., see "Chinese 
Counterfeit iPhone Workshop Raided," Jan 20, 2010, 
http://www.tuaw.com/2010/01/20/!
chinese-counterfeit-iphone-workshop-raided/ ), but until 
this problem is resolved (if ever!) you should be on guard 
against counterfeit hardware from 3rd party sources.!
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“Apple Peel:” iPod into iPhone? !
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Some Implications of Non-Vendor Hardware !
•  Manufacturers are obviously unhappy at losing profit from 

what they view as a key market segment to unauthorized 
clone makers!

•  Customers may get a lower quality product, or may not 
be able to get warranty service, or may find that in the 
future they can’t install updated versions of the mobile 
device OS.!

•  There is also the possibility that the counterfeit device is 
intentionally “hardware backdoored” – you just don’t 
know.!

•  Of course, the “real thing” is also sourced offshore…!
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2) Are Mobile Internet Devices Tough Enough? !
•  Mobile devices (even devices from the real vendors!) can 

be exposed to pretty tough conditions -- pockets and belt 
holsters can be pretty unforgiving places. !

•  Mobile devices end up getting dropped, exposed to 
moisture (especially here in the Northwest!), extremes of 
temperature, etc. !

•  Are mobile Internet devices tough enough to hold up?!

•  The best solution may be relatively inexpensive water 
tight cases from vendors such as drycase.com or 
otterbox.com!
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DryCase!



17. Privacy Issues!
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Shoulder Surfing Is Still A Potential Issue !

•  Should you consider using something like 3M’s Mobile 
Privacy Film to protect your mobile device display from 
gratuitous viewing?!

See, for example: !
http://www.shop3m.com/3m-mobile-privacy-film.html!
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Throw Away Prepaid Cell Phones !
•  One agreassive approach to mobile privacy is to use cheap 

throw away prepaid cell phones, and change them often.!

•  While this approach may not provide technical security, it 
may do surprisingly well when it comes to making your 
traffic difficult to find and intercept (assuming you don’t 
always call the same predictable set of friends!)!

•  It may not work so well for incoming calls (assuming you 
get a new number each time you change phones). !
Of course, if you kept the same phone number, there 
wouldn’t be much point to changing phones, now would 
there be?)!
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Geolocation !
•  Your phone knows where it is:!

-- Lat, Long, Elevation (think office towers!)!
-- Tower triangulation!
-- GPS!

•  This may be unquestionably a good thing:!
-- it enables voluntary location based services (“Where is !
   the nearest Krispy Kreme donut store?”)!
-- I’m having a coronary but manage to dial 911!

•  But what if I’m a dissident in a foreign country?!
•  Should a court order or other paperwork be required to 

monitor someone’s geolocation, or is geolocation data 
inherently public, like watching someone walk down the 
street?!

•  How much precision is “enough?”!
•  How long should location data be retained?!
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iPhone UDIDs !
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And Now With Mobile Devices Getting Used !
for 2nd Channel Auth Purposes: Zitmo !
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Mobile Money (Mobile Phishing, Too?)!



18. Health and Safety Issues!
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Cellular Radiation Risks !
•  Each phone has a Specific Absorbtion Rate, or SAR, and 

cannot exceed 1.6 watts per kilogram by law in the U.S.!

•  SARs vary dramatically from phone to phone, see!

http://www.ewg.org/cellphoneradiation/!
Get-a-Safer-Phone?allavailable=1!

•  Are you and your users even thinking about this issue?!

•  Use of blue tooth hands-free devices may at least move 
the primary radiation source somewhat away from your 
brain, or minimize your usage (yeah, right!)!
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DWD (Driving While Distracted) !
•  Use of cell phones while driving is widely prohibited, 

although in some cases it is allowed if you use a “hands 
free” kit (as suggested on the preceding page)!

•  Bottom line, it still distracts you from what you’re 
(supposed to be) doing: driving!

•  Is DWD the biggest potential “health risk” of them all?!

•  Does your institution have policy guidance on this sort of 
thing for employees who are operating institutional motor 
vehicles, or who routinely log a lot of miles?!
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Thanks For the Chance to Talk! !
"Are there any questions?!

"What did we forget to cover that we should have!
mentioned?!


